NASCAR TRIVIA

Test your NASCAR knowledge. Can you solve these questions?

1. This is the official fuel of NASCAR.
   A: Shell
   B: Pennzoil
   C: Sunoco
   D: Mobil

2. Which of the following is NOT a make of car that races in the NASCAR Cup Series?
   A: Ford
   B: Chevrolet
   C: Toyota
   D: All of these are correct

3. Which of the following are the 3D’s of Speed?
   A: Drag, Donuts, Downforce
   B: Downforce, Drafting, Driver
   C: Donuts, Driver, Downforce
   D: Drag, Downforce, Drafting

4. The 2019 NASCAR Cup Series Champion is:
   A: Jimmie Johnson
   B: Joey Logano
   C: Kyle Busch
   D: Martin Truex Jr.
5. What year was the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR) founded?
   
   A: 1952  
   B: 1947  
   C: 1950  
   D: 1964

6. When cars line up behind each other during a race to take advantage of the resulting change in air pressure it is called:
   
   A: Drag  
   B: Downforce  
   C: Drafting  
   D: Donuts

7. The term that refers to the science of how air flows over, under and around an object is:
   
   A: Aerodynamics  
   B: Chemistry  
   C: Drag  
   D: Physics

8. Race track banking helps a race car driver to _____.
   
   A. Go in reverse  
   B: Pit  
   C: Turn  
   D: Stop
9. What year was the first Daytona 500?

A: 1959  
B: 1965  
C: 1956  
D: 1963

10. What color flag signifies a caution period?

A: Red Flag  
B: Black Flag  
C: Green Flag  
D: Yellow Flag

11. What are the two factors in Kinetic energy?

A. Mass and height  
B: Speed and mass  
C: Gravity and speed  
D: Height and gravity

12. What are you going to do after watching the race?

A: Tell all my friends how awesome NASCAR is  
B: Try another one of the yummy snacks from the Healthy Snacks guide  
C: Show all of my friends the new workouts that I learned from the Pit Crew Pump  
D: All of the above